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Fluid modeling of the laser ablation depth as a function of the pulse duration for conductors
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Laser ablation of an aluminum target as a function of the pulse duration, for fluences up to 30 J/cm2 and a
wavelength of 0.8mm, is investigated by means of a fluid code. For a given fluence, the ablation depth shows
a minimum for a pulse duration of;10 ps between a maximum obtained for pulses shorter than;1 ps and a
lower maximum obtained for pulses in the nanosecond range, in qualitative agreeement with published experi-
mental results. The decrease in ablation depth with increase in pulse duration observed between 1 and 10 ps
results from the reduced temperature rise near the surface due to increased inward heat transport. The increase
in the ablation depth above;10 ps is due to the increase in electron density gradient length while the laser
pulse intensity is close to maximum, which thus enables the plasma to absorb more of the laser pulse energy
for increased ablation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Removal of matter by means of a laser beam, or la
ablation, is used in many applications including microm
chining @1#, thin film deposition@2#, and chemical analysis
@3#. The laser ablation dynamics depends strongly on
pulse duration. For subpicosecond laser pulses, most
energy absorption occurs near the cold matter density s
little matter displacement is possible during such a sh
pulse. The heated matter then expands nearly adiabatic
For longer pulse durations, significant heat conduction ta
place inside the target while the matter is ablated and la
energy absorption occurs within the expanding plasma.

Several experimental papers have characterized the a
tion depth~which is the one-dimensional equivalent of th
amount of ablated matter! as a function of the pulse duratio
t. The main conclusion of Ref.@4# is that the effective abla
tion depth per unit fluence in several metals as a function
the pulse duration shows two maxima. The highest ma
mum occurs fort in the subpicosecond range and the sma
one occurs in the nanosecond range. The minimum oc
for t in picoseconds. The same observations have been
ported in Ref. @5#, in the case of steel at high fluence
(;102–104 J/cm2). One can also deduce the same tend
cies from the results of Ref.@6# for the ablation depth in
copper as a function of the laser fluence (0 –10 J/cm2) for
various pulse durations. In Ref.@7#, ablation experiments
made with copper samples in the range 0–10 ps, at a flue
of 21 J/cm2, clearly show a maximum in the ablation dep
for subpicosecond pulses.

In Ref. @8# we had modeled the ablation process for
500-fs laser pulse incident on aluminum using a fluid co
which includes an equation-of-state~EOS! model~the model
QEOS@9#! taking into account the unstable states of mat
~It has been assumed that the equilibrium vapor-liquid EO
arranged according to the Maxwell construction, is not
equate for the fast phenomena of interest.! Our modeling
showed that a clear separation between the ablated m
and the remaining target occurs as the ablated matter c
1063-651X/2003/66~6!/066415~7!/$20.00 66 0664
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down and reaches the critical point in the phase diagr
Near the critical point, the matter undergoes growing sp
density variations, which, in the framework of our on
dimensional model, can be interpreted as high-density dr
lets within a low-density plasma. This result seems to p
vide further justifications for the assumptions made in R
@10# to explain the annular interference patterns observe
their experiments.

The purpose of the present work is to investigate the
pendence of the ablation depth as a function of the la
pulse duration by means of a fluid code similar to the one
used in Refs.@8,11#. It is shown here that our model ca
reproduce, at least qualitatively, the experimental beha
and help to provide a physical interpretation of the resu
The discussion here is restricted to the case of an alumin
target, because this metal, which has a simple band struc
has been used to model successfully the absorption of
picosecond laser pulses@8,12,13#. We also consider fluence
not larger than 30 J/cm2. For higher fluences,~such as those
considered in Ref.@5#! effects not taken into account in ou
model, such as radiative losses and transfer, and ra
plasma expansion, are probably very significant. Sim
fluid modelings of the ablation depth have already been
ported in Ref.@14#. While in that work the highest ablation
depth occurred for subpicosecond pulses, in agreement
experiments, the chosen fluence (1.6 J/cm2) was presumably
too small to show the most interesting experimental featu

The following section describes the model used in t
paper, while Sec. III presents the simulation results. A d
cussion and the conclusion are given in Sec. IV.

II. THE MODEL

The code used here is a one-dimensional~1D! Lagrangian
fluid code, which includes the EOS model QEOS@9#. The
thermal and dc electrical conductivities are given by t
model of Lee and More@15#. The laser field is modeled usin
the Helmholtz equation in which the complex ac electric
permittivity of the plasma is defined by mean
©2003 The American Physical Society15-1
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of the Drude model. The model takes into account the co
terpressure of a shock wave in an ambient gas by assum
that the shock is at equilibrium with the velocity of th
plasma-gas interface. More details are given in Refs.@8,11#.

In this paper, we take into account the fact that electr
and ions are not always at thermal equilibrium by solving
pair of temperature equations

S ]Ux

]Tx
D

r

dTx

dt
1F S ]Ux

]r D
Tx

2
px

r2Gdr

dt
5Sx , ~1!

where the indexx refers either to electrons~e! or the ion
lattice (i ). Here Tx is the temperature,Ux is the internal
energy per unit mass,px is the pressure, andr is the mass
density per unit volume (Ux andpx are functions ofTe , Ti ,
and r given by the EOS model!. The source terms areSi
5Qi1Ki and Se5He1Xe1Ke . Here He5r21]z(ke]zTe)
is the electron heat conduction term~ion thermal conduction
is neglected!, wherez is the axial coordinate and the coeffi
cient ke is given by the one-temperature (T5Te) model of
Lee and More@15#. In the above formulas,Xe is the laser-
energy absorption rate,Qi is the usual artificial viscosity
term, andKe52Ki is the energy exchange rate betwe
electrons and the ion lattice. The latter term is expresse
Ke5r21g(Ti2Te), where g5Ce /t« . Here Ce
5r(]Ue /]Te)r is the electron specific heat andt« is the
mean energy exchange time for electrons in an ion-lat
background.

The determination of the coupling constantg in metals at
solid density is a rather controversial subject and values
fering by orders of magnitude can be found in the literatu
For instance, in the case of aluminum, a valueg'5
31016 W m23 K21 has been estimated using strong sho
wave radiation emission@16#. This value is about four times
smaller than the value obtained in Ref.@13# by fitting short
pulse absorption data, nearly ten times smaller than the v
calculated in Ref.@17#, and up to 20 times smaller than th
used in Ref.@18# in their short pulse reflectivity simulations

Instead of choosing a constant value forg at solid density
in our simulations, we rather definedg by means of the
above expression using a constant electron relaxation tim
the solid,t«s51 ps. This value oft«s is in agreement with
measurements performed in gold up toTe51 eV @19#. Simi-
lar relaxation times have also been found for different me
at lower temperatures@20,21#. The electron specific heat fo
aluminum at solid density, given by QEOS, can be appro
mated by Ce'3.23104(Te/300) J m23 K21 for tempera-
turesTe ~in Kelvin! between room temperature and below
few eV. ~For larger temperatures,Ce grows slower with
respect toTe .) This yields a coupling constantg that in-
creases with the temperature@19#, giving ;3.231016

W m23 K21 at room temperature and;1018 W m23 K21 at
1 eV. The latter value ofg would likely be somewhat reduce
if one tried to make corrections due to the band structure
aluminum, as done for gold in Ref.@19#. Although there is
obviously much room for improvement in the determinati
of g near solid density, it is not the purpose of the pres
paper to solve this difficult issue. It should be mentioned t
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most of our ablation depth calculations had also been d
using t«s→0 ~or g→`), and only minor differences hav
been found with respect to the results presented here. H
ever, the ablation thresholds presented in Sec. II B are so
what more sensitive with respect to this parameter.

In the low-density plasma, we used an energy relaxat
time tpmi /2me , wheretp is the mean collision time for mo
mentum transfer in the low-density plasma, as given by
model of Lee and More, andmi and me are the ion and
electron masses, respectively. Since the energy relaxa
time is in general too small when extrapolated to the c
solid, we have used the expressiont«5max(t«s,tpmi/2me)
for all temperatures and densities.

III. RESULTS

A. Plasma profiles

We show here a sample of the simulated plasma profi
which have been used to obtain the time-integrated quant
presented in this paper. In the example shown in Fig. 1,
Gaussian laser pulse has a fluence of 10 J/cm2 and a full
width at half maximum~FWHM! durationt5100 ps. The
plasma profiles are taken at the timet5250 ps, the maxi-
mum intensity of the pulse being defined att5200 ps~i.e., at
twice the FWHM after the sudden onset att50). Figure 1~a!
shows the electron density profile and the absorbed powe
a function of the positionz. The electron density profile de
creases continuously from the solid density value;1.4
31023 cm23 nearz50 to a value ofns55.231020 cm23 at
z52.82mm. The absorbed power per unit volume, also re
resented in Fig. 1~a!, shows a maximum near the plasm
critical density, which is nc52.7331021 cm23 for the
~Ti:Sapphire! laser wavelengthl50.8 mm of interest here.
The absorbed power per unit volume shows oscillations w
a period of approximatelyl/2 ~since the index of refraction
is close to 1) due to interferences between the incident
the reflected laser fields. In most simulation results presen
in this paper, more energy is absorbed within the bell-sha
absorption profile near the critical density than in the rema
ing underdense plasma.

Figure 1~b! shows the average degree of ionization, t
electron and ion temperatures, and the plasma velocity
function of position for the same time and the same la
parameters as in Fig. 1~a!. The average degree of ionizatio
^Z& is about 2.4 in the cold solid, as determined experim
tally, and about 5 in the low-density plasma. The temperat
profile has a maximum of about 12 eV in the low-dens
plasma and decreases continuously to the room tempera
inside the target (z,0), at some distance from the initia
solid surface, due to thermal conduction. Differences
tween the electron and the ion temperature are rather sma
the case shown here. The velocity is of the order of 104 m/s
within the ablated matter, which corresponds approximat
to the plasma sound velocitycs5A5(11^Z&)Te/3mi . At z
'20.6 mm, one observes the front of a weak shock wa
propagating to the left, inside the target.

For subpicosecond laser pulses, the plasma profiles
qualitatively similar to those shown in Fig. 1@11# except that
5-2
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FLUID MODELING OF THE LASER ABLATION DEPTH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 066415 ~2002!
most laser energy is absorbed before ablation begins
larger differences are observed betweenTe andTi during the
laser pulse.

Taking into account an ambient gas~such as air! at a
pressure ranging from zero to the atmospheric pressure
practically no influence on the results presented in this pa
This is due to the fact that the plasma pressure is much la
than the shock wave pressure for the early times consid
here. However, later on, when the plasma pressure decre
the air at atmospheric pressure restrains the plasma ex
sion to a few millimeters@11#, in agreement with measure
ments. The discontinuities in front of the plasma profi
shown in Fig. 1~at z52.82mm) are a consequence of th

FIG. 1. ~a! Electron density and absorbed power per unit volu
as a function of position.ns is the height of the electron density ste
in front of the plasma.~b! Electron temperature (Te), ion tempera-
ture (Ti), plasma velocity, and average ionization (^Z&) as a func-
tion of positionz. The profiles are taken at the timet5250 ps while
the maximum intensity of the pulse is defined att5200 ps. The
solid surface was initially atz50. The laser pulse is characterize
by a duration of 100 ps and a fluence of 10 J/cm2.
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fact that no mixing and heat conduction are allowed betw
the plasma and the ambient gas in our model. This point
be discussed further in Sec. III C.

B. Ablation threshold

An essential feature of laser ablation is the existence o
threshold fluence~which depends on the material, wav
length, and pulse duration! below which no ablation is pos
sible. Figure 2 shows simulation results for the thresh
fluence for ablation of aluminum as a function of the pu
durationt. Matter is determined to be ablated when a sh
jump appears in the plasma density profile, as explained
Ref. @8#. One observes in Fig. 2 two distinct regimes, with
transition occurring between 1 and 10 ps. For subpicosec
pulses, the threshold fluence takes the constant value
;0.4 J/cm2, while for pulses longer than;10 ps, the
threshold fluence rises ast1/2. Figure 2 is in qualitative
agreement with experimental results obtained for gold@22#,
fused silica, and calcium fluoride@23#. The value of the
threshold fluence obtained here for subpicosecond la
pulses is within the range of the measurements made
various metals@24# while somewhat higher than for alum
num (;0.08 J/cm2) @25#.

The physical interpretation of the two regimes observ
here follows a rationale similar to that used for the dama
threshold~interpreted as a melting point threshold!, investi-
gated in@26#, that shows the same qualitative behavior as
Fig. 2.

It is well known that thet1/2 behavior of the damage
threshold for long pulse duration is due to the thermal c
duction inside the target which drains the heat from the tar
surface@27#. For later use, let us express the incidentinstan-
taneous fluenceas f (t)5Ft/t for 0<t<t and f (t)5F for
t>t, whereF is the fluence of the laser pulse. Let us al
express the fluence absorbed in the matter asA f(t)

e

FIG. 2. Threshold fluence for ablation as a function of the pu
durationt.
5-3
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'rsCiT(t)h(t), wherers is the solid mass density,A is the
fraction of the laser energy absorbed~hereafter calledtotal
absorption coefficient!, Ci is the ion specific heat,T(t) is the
temperature, assumed uniform within the thermal conduc
length h(t)'A2ket, whereke is the electron thermal con
ductance. One obtainsT(t)'TmaxAt/t for 0<t<t and
T(t)'TmaxAt/t for t.t, where Tmax5T(t)
5AF/rsCiA2ket is the maximum temperature reached. Th
simple estimate indicates that, for a given value ofAF, the
maximum temperature near the target surface goes ast21/2.
In the framework of our ablation model@8#, the matter needs
to be heated above the temperatureTc of the critical point
~which is ;1 eV in the equation-of-state model QEOS! to
be ablated. The threshold fluence must thus be proporti
to t1/2 to raise the temperature to the appropriate value.

The near constancy of the ablation threshold observed
short pulses is basically due to the fact thath(t) is on the
same scale as, or smaller than,h(t«s), so that the plasma
characteristics and evolution will be nearly the same fot
*t«s ~provided the absorbed laser energy is nearly const
which is the case here, as shown in Sec. III C! @26#. There-
fore, the ablation threshold is expected to be rather cons
providedt&t«s51 ps, as observed in Fig. 2. In the limitin
case wheret«s→0, i.e., within the framework of a one
temperature model, the ablation threshold would still sho
deviation from thet1/2 behavior for pulses short enough th
A2ket&a21 @22#.

In the case of aluminum, our code indicates thata21

'12 nm andke'1.731024 m2/s at solid density for tem-
peratures nearTc'1 eV. One obtainsA2ket«s/a

21'1.5.
The fact that this ratio is close to 1 explains why most res
presented in this work are not much influenced by the us
either t«s51 ps ort«s50. When usingt«s50, Fig. 2 re-
mains qualitatively the same although the ablation thresh
for short pulses is somewhat higher (;0.7 J/cm2 at 100 fs!
than the value obtained here, while still in reasonable ag
ment with experiments@24#. The explanation for this highe
threshold seems to be that less laser energy is absorbed
latter case at low fluences.

C. Ablation depth

Figure 3 shows the ablation depth of aluminum as a fu
tion of the pulse duration as obtained by our model for va
ous fluences. One observes that the general shape o
curves for fluences higher than 10 J/cm2 are in qualitative
agreement with the experimental results described in Se
For the fluences of 10, 20, and 30 J/cm2, one can distinguish
four main regions denoted with Roman numbers. A mi
mum in the ablation depth occurs between regions II (1&t
&10 ps) and III (10&t&103 ps). The relative constancy o
the ablation depth in region I (t&1 ps) is explained by the
same arguments as those used in Sec. III B for the thres
fluence in the ranget&t«s . The decrease of the ab
lation depth in region IV (t*103 ps! is obviously due to the
fact that for the given fluence, the pulse duration pas
eventually in the region, shown in Fig. 2, where no ablat
is possible.
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In order to understand regions II and III, let us express
ablation depth asda5tava whereta is the duration of the
ablation process andva is the velocity of the matter ablate
from the surface, which can be estimated as;ATmax/mi .
The timeta is approximately the time during which the tem
perature at the target surface remains above the temper
Tc of the material critical point. Let us assume for simplici
that the pulse duration is not much larger thant«s or that the
fluence is close to threshold, so that one can still assume
most part of the absorbed laser energy lies in the solid ta
with the mass densityrs . Using the estimate of Sec. III B fo
the temperature, one obtainsta't f(12t2/t f

2), where t f

5(AF/TcrsCAke)
2 is the time when ablation ends~i.e.,

whenT5Tc for t.t). One then finds thatta , va , andda all
increase asAF increases and decrease ast increases.

In order to apply these considerations to the interpreta
of Fig. 3, one must examine the total absorption coefficienA
defined as

A5F21E
0

`

I ~ t !a~ t !dt, ~2!

whereI (t) is the laser intensity anda(t) is theinstantaneous
absorption coefficient. Note thata(t), at a given instantt,
depends only on the plasma profiles and on the laser w
length. Figure 4 shows our simulation results for the to
absorption coefficientA as a function of the pulse duration
One observes thatA is rather constant in regions I and I
increases in region III, and decreases significantly in reg
IV. Beyond region IV the laser pulse is nearly complete
reflected at the target surface, since the fluence is sm
than the threshold fluence and no plasma is created. From
above estimates and the near constancy of the total abs
tion coefficient in regions I and II, one concludes that t
ablation depth should decrease in region II, as is effectiv

FIG. 3. Ablation depth as a function of the pulse duration
different fluences.
5-4
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FLUID MODELING OF THE LASER ABLATION DEPTH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 066415 ~2002!
observed in Fig. 3. The increase of the ablation depth
region III can be explained by the increase of the absorp
observed in Fig. 4.

The increase of the absorption in region III can be und
stood by examining the electron density profiles as a func
of time obtained in our simulations. Simulations show th
the electron density step of heightns in front of the plasma
@see Fig. 1~a!# starts from the electron density in the co
solid, att50, and becomes eventually smaller thannc as the
plasma expands. For the parameters of Fig. 1 this even
curs at thecritical time tc5162 ps. At that time, the electro
density gradient lengthL(t)[u]z ln(ne)une5nc

21 at the plasma

critical density (ne is the electron density! changes abruptly
from zero to a finite value. The analytical investigations
Ref. @28#, connectingL and the instantaneous absorptiona
~made, however, for electron density profiles simpler th
those of interest here!, indicate that the plasma absorptio
increases withL/l, which suggests that in our case th
plasma absorbs the incoming laser energy more efficie
when t*tc . This translates in an increase ofa(t).

Instead of trying to demonstrate this point by means o
tedious quasianalytical calculation, we illustrate it by mea
of an example drawn from the code. Figure 5 shows simu
tion results for the instantaneous absorption coefficienta(t)
as a function of time for the laser parameters of Fig. 1. O
observes that, as stated above,a(t) becomes significant fo
t*tc5162 ps. Actually,a(t) starts increasing somewhat b
fore tc ~i.e., at t'130 ps) because the laser energy abso
tion takes place within a relatively large region around
critical density, compared with the size of the plasma,
shown in Fig. 1~a!.

Figure 6 shows the critical timetc extracted from the code
as a function of 2t, the time when the maximum intensity o
the Gaussian laser pulse is achieved. This critical timetc is
the time at which our first plasma slice becomes underde

FIG. 4. Fraction of the laser energy absorbed as a function of
laser pulse duration for different fluences.
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i.e., when its electron density falls belownc . Figure 6 is for
10 J/cm2 but the results are essentially the same for 20 J/c2

and 30 J/cm2. One observes that fort&1 ps, tc is practi-
cally constant and larger than 2t, indicating that the critical
time occurs well after the peak of the pulse. However,
t*3 ps, one observes thattc'2t, which means thata(t)
becomes significant near the time when the laser inten
I (t) is maximum. Using Eq.~2!, one can see thatA is likely
to increase whena(t) andI (t) overlap significantly, which is

e FIG. 5. Instantaneous absorption coefficienta(t) as a function
of time for a laser pulse with the parameters of Fig. 1. The vert
dashed line, att5162 ps, denotes the critical timetc , i.e., when
ns5nc .

FIG. 6. Critical timetc (ns5nc) as a function of two times the
pulse durationt ~the time at which the maximum intensity of th
laser pulse occurs! for a fluence of 10 J/cm2.
5-5
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the case here whent*3 ps. This value is consistent with th
onset of the increase ofA ~whered2A/dt2'0) in region II
of Fig. 3.

To summarize the last argument, the increase of the a
tion depth in region III is due to an increase in the to
absorptionA in that same region, as seen in Fig. 4. In tu
this increase inA is due to the increase in electron dens
gradient lengthL(t) while the laser intensity is close t
maximum~i.e., while much of the laser energy remains to
delivered!, which thus enables the plasma to absorb more
the laser pulse energy.

In Fig. 6, the fact thattc.2t for very short laser pulse
was predictable because the matter does not have tim
move during the laser pulse. The explanation for the c
stancy oftc for t&1 ps is the same as for the constancy
the threshold fluence~Fig. 3!. The relation tc'2t for t
*3 ps observed in Fig. 6 is due to the fact that the ablat
starts close to the maximum intensity of the pulse. Then
plasma expansion accelerates as the laser intensity incre
and eventually the conditionns,nc is met near the peak
intensity of the pulse, att52t.

The step in the electron density profiles at the front of
plasma is essential to our justification of the minimum in t
ablated depth as a function of the pulse duration. Suc
density discontinuity, though usual in fluid dynamics@29#, is
only an approximation in which the ion velocity departur
from the mean value are neglected. The use of a kin
model would reveal a transition over some finite widthd(t)
in front of the plasma instead of the discontinuity obtain
here. Unfortunately, convincing estimations ofd(t) would
require detailed kinetic modeling, which would deserve
study by its own. This is particularly obvious in the ca
where the plasma expansion takes place in vacuum bec
d(t) is determined by the particle velocity distribution ne
the front of the plasma. Even in the more straightforwa
case where the plasma expands in an ambient gas, an
mation ofd(t) is not without difficulty. Here the widthd(t)
is determined by the plasma diffusion in the shocked a
ionized part of the gas, i.e.,d(t)'ADt whereD'v th

2 tc is
the diffusion coefficient of the ablated ions in the ambie
gas,v th is the ion thermal velocity, andtc is the ion collision
time in the shocked gas.~Note that for, say,ne5nc and for a
typical temperature of;10 eV, the Debye length is smalle
than 1 nm which is small compared with the size of t
plasma, so that diffusion is ambipolar and thus controlled
the ions.! Estimating the plasma size asL(t)'v tht, one gets
d/L'Atc /t. Unfortunately, an estimation oftc for the pa-
rameters of interest here~i.e., ne'nc , ^Z&'4, T'10 eV,
ambient air at atmospheric pressure and singly ionized in
shocked part! yields a value for the Coulomb logarithmlC
for the ion-ion interaction close to zero, which is far belo
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the allowable range of the usual formulas based on Maxw
ian distributions and the weak coupling approximation@30#.
Nevertheless, if one imposes a lower limit of 2 onlC , as
done elsewhere for the electron-ion Coulomb logarithm@15#,
then one obtainstc'2 ps. Given this effective limit, one ca
thus indeed considerd/L to be small whent is of the order of
10 ps, which corresponds to a value oft5t/2 in region II,
where absorption starts increasing.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented simulation results and phys
interpretations of the ablation depth as a function of the pu
duration. The ablation process appears to be the result
competition between laser heating and thermal losses in
target. The latter increase ast*t«s51 ps, i.e., as the pulse
duration exceeds the electron-ion energy relaxation time.
increase in the ablation depth, starting at;10 ps, is due to
an increase in the plasma total absorption, in turn due to
increase in the electron gradient length near the plasma c
cal density while the laser intensity is close to maximu
Our simulations clearly indicate that the absorption of t
laser energy by the expanding plasmaincreasesthe amount
of ablated matter through thermal conduction toward the
get surface, and does not prevent ablation as one might th

While the code seems to include the essential phys
mechanisms to reproduce qualitatively the experimental
havior, several factors indicate that the ablation depth co
be somewhat underestimated in our simulations. For
stance, there are evidences that in QEOS the critical temp
ture of aluminum is overestimated by a factor of abou
@31#. As a consequence, more energy is required for abla
in the simulations, which results in an underestimation of
ablation depth. In addition, when much energy is absorbe
the expanding plasma, radiation emission~not taken into ac-
count here! from the hot low-density plasma could contrib
ute, with the help of the normal thermal conduction, to h
up the high-density region where ablation takes place, t
increasing the ablation depth. However, the latter eff
could be compensated by the transverse thermal losses i
target~not taken into account in our one-dimensional mod!
which could become important for long laser pulses, wh
the thermal conduction length becomes comparable to
focal spot diameter ~i.e., ;A2ket in comparison to
;10 mm). Improvements to the model are currently
progress.
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